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A brief history…



So, what does an Author 
Engagement team do..?



A tale of two Christophers…



We tackle the same challenges 
as the research community



Mapping our journey so far…

• Ways to engage

• Collaborative testing and 
discovery

• What have we learnt so far



Author Services & Resources



Strategic partnerships - Peerwith



Building communities around events
ASA and ESA Conference 2017

1. At the event 2. Halo effect 
on SM

3. After the event 
videos/ blog posts 
picking up on 
action points.

No. 1 tweet. 34.5k reach, 
12 engagements

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q7fxuzfGVcc


Awards - the power of paper…



Awards – Amplifying Research



Collaborative testing and 
discovery



Substantial uplift 
in usage

Freedom to share 
widely

Protection of 
copyright

More convenient 
workflow

New intelligence 
about author 
behaviour and 

untapped readers

Easier access to 
better metrics

Strategic partnerships – Kudos Fairshare

Publishers Authors



How Prolifiko works: 

An author service and coaching platform for writing 

productivity delivered online/via app. 

➢ Set your goal & step: super-simple to get started.

➢ Track & record: monitor your progress.

➢ Reflect and learn: graphical reports keep you 

motivated.

➢ Optimize and improve: learn from your data –

grow as a writer.



“The Many is the first 

ManBooker longlisted book 

that’s ever been beholden to an 

internet productivity tool.” 

– ManBooker Prize 2016 judges.



Collaborative Testing and 
Discovery



So what have we learnt so far…



We have an opportunity…

“If you could change one thing about scholarly 
communication, what would that be?

“I’m going to cheat a little bit and say what I would change if I could 
change one thing about scholarly meta communications — in other 
words, the way we communicate about scholarly communications.

Too many participants in our ecosystem are now afraid to speak 
up on issues that are centrally important to all of us…I’m afraid 
that we are losing the ability to deal productively with disagreement, 
and that it’s getting in the way of solving genuine problems in 
scholarly communication.”

Rick Anderson The Scholarly Kitchen, 7 March 2017



Thank you!


